
The front is vandal-proof and weather-resistant for outdoor use. Its modern and stylish design
makes it blend into urban environments and shopping centres.
Barcode reading is done on the outside for opening the night safe and identifying the
customer. An internal reading is done when the deposit is safe inside the night safe.

Night safe Grade IV
As per EN 1143-2

Standard equipped with an internal barcode reader and a receipt printer which is
used to print out information about the turnover. Several fittings such as external
barcode reader, hand reader, RFID reader and GSM modem for are possible.

Standard equipped with two changeable key locks and a lockable grill gate inside
the night safe which prevents access to the deposits after blasting.
Electronic combination lock on special order.

Prepared for anchoring. (Bolts are not included).

Burglary protection certified by ECB·S according to European standard EN 1143-2.

Front in aluminum finish. The safe is in pearl white, RAL 9010.

https://www.ecb-s.com/_rubric/index.php?rubric=83&pmId=84d6565c-cbb6-4dbc-9d8d-ea12fc77560c#vorbedingung


 IV-500 IV-900 IV-1200 IV-1500

External measurements
H* * W * D** mm

975 * 690 * 1055 1375 * 690 *  1055 1675 * 690 * 1055 1975 * 690 * 1055

Internal measurements
H * W * D mm

430 * 500 * 400 830 * 500 * 400 1130 * 500 * 400 1430 * 500 * 400

Weight
kg

1080 1430 1690 1940

Volume
liter

86 166 226 286

Deposit opening
H * W * D mm

80 * 155 * 265 80 * 155 * 265 80 * 155 * 265 80 * 155 * 265

** External height - The height includes a plinth of 100mm.
*  External depth - The wheel (handle) increases the external depth by 55 mm.

WEIGHT AND MEASUREMENTS



Card reader (RFID)
RFID Mifare 13.56Mhz

Hand scanner
for deposit identification

Modem - GSM
for sms receipt function

OPTIONAL FITTINGS

Electronic combination lock* 
Insys combilock 200 simplex

* Other lock options are possible.

We reserve the right to alter the specification without prior notice.
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